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Check Our Recent Interview 
News From Around PA 
Approximately 200 people 
participated in the 10th 
annual Philly Trans March 
recently held at Hunting Park 
in North Philly.  District 
Attorney Larry Krasner had 
been invited to speak at the 
event, but was booed off the 
stage with derogatory shouts 
against the police.  As they 
marched down the streets 
they shouted “No justice, no 
peace! Defund the police! 
(NOTE:  Humm, sounds 
exactly like marchers in other 
cities!) 

Lessons the participants of 
the Trans March expect 
Americans to learn:  A black 
non-binary burlesque artist 
and community organizer 
said, “One thing that people 
don’t quite understand is to 
unlearn those deeply 
ingrained thoughts of the 
binary, like assuming that a 
person that has breasts is a 
woman, and someone that 
might have a lot of facial hair 
is a man. To unlearn that is 
uncomfortable.”  Also, even 
though Philadelphia has 

“gender identity” in all its 
policies, one trans speaker 
still demanded, “ . . . this city 
has time to redeem itself and 
affirm us in the process.  We 
need affirmation to show up 
in social policy.”   

Pro-homosexual Human 
Rights Campaign (HRC) has 
come out with its 
Congressional Scorecard.  
Senator Bob Casey, Jr, 
received a 97% because he 
did not line up with HRC’s 
position on weakening the 
Religious Freedom 
Restoration Act.  Senator 
Toomey received a zero. 
Congressmen Brendan Boyle 
(PA 2), Dwight Evans (PA 3), 
Madeleine Dean (PA 4), Mary 
Gay Scanlon (PA 5), Chrissy 
Houlahan (PA 6), Susan Wild 
(PA 7), Matt Cartwright (PA 
8), Mike Doyle (PA 18) all 
received 100 percent. Conor 
Lamb (PA 17) received a 94 %.  
All GOP received a zero 
rating, except Brian 
Fitzpatrick (PA 1) who 
received 71%. 

News From National Scene 
Twitter has worked overtime 
this week blocking tweets by 
White House health expert 
Dr. Scott Atlas, who 
presented evidence calling 
into question the use of 
masks by the general 
population.  Twitter also 

prevented the posting of links 
to several New York Post 
articles alleging improprieties 
involving presidential 
candidate Joe Biden, his son 
Hunter and the Ukrainian 
energy company Burisma.  
Twitter also blocked the New 
York Post’s Twitter account! 

Finally, Facebook and 
Twitter’s  censorship of 
conservative thought or that 
not approved by the Left has 
resulted in the Federal 
Communications Commission 
chair Ajit Pai announcing he 
will move to “clarify the 
meaning” of Section 230 of 
1996  Communications 
Decency Act, which is 
currently protecting the 
social media giants.  He notes 
social media companies do 
not have a First Amendment 
right to a special immunity 
denied to other media outlets 
The Senate Judiciary 
Committee has called on both 
CEOs to testify before the 
committee.  They are 
prepared to issue subpoenas.  
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